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A Chinese pole, two Chinese pole and a part for the public 
without whom this story could not have be on foot. 
A show where bodies speak instead of words. 
A story of meeting and a separation separation. 
A story of a man and a woman. 
A love story. 
A story of the difficulty of being close to each other. 
A story of the knowledge of the other and their differences. 
A story of sweetness. 
A story of pain. 
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Work with the public and the space 
 
Do the artists depend on their audience? Yes, this is a reality. Without viewers there are                
not shows and vice versa. But… can they also depend physically? This is the challenge of                
Miguel Rubio. 

His staging depends on the people who decide to support it, with his gaze and his physical                 
body, seated about 16 chairs that are part of the scenery. 

Those who choose to be my support, will feel that really depend on them to keep the                 
mounting afloat. 

Acrobats occupying a particular space where they find the vertical (pole) and the horizontal              
(floor). 

In their work, Miguel Rubio y Ariadna Girones seek to mix these two spaces, they look for                 
the fluency in gestures to have the same movement and quality on the ground and in the                 
air. 
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Laisse-moi cast 
 
Ariadana Girones, originally from Barcelona. Completes      
her formation of modern dance in Company &Company        
(Spain) where she acts under the direction of Maximo Hita          
in 2003. After this, Ariadna decides to undertake an         
independent and informal training through several courses       
and workshops in professional dance.  
In 2009, Ariadna was graduated of the Salzburg        
Experimental Academy of Dance (SEAD). She continues       
with Bodhi Project Youth Company where she worked with         
Roberto Olivan, MatejKejzar, Milli Biterlli, Keren Levi and        
Oleg Soulimenko. 
Ariadna worked in Brussels with Andrea Berth at La         
Monnaie;She acted in short films with the dance Erre Erre          
Dance Company. In 2013, he worked with Tom Dale         
Company in Refugees of the Lost Heart. He also created          
and performed with Claudio Rojas in “Only between two”         
(who won the public prize at the Festival Estruch and also           

acted in the Burgos-NY Festival).She worked with Motionhouse from 2013 to 2016 where             
they created “Broken” and acted in “Scattered” (USA, Italy, Japan, China, Netherlands...),            
“Captive” , “Underground”, “Lost”, “Fragile” (United Kingdom, Belgium,France, Germany...).         
More recently, she joined the company of circus Les Argonautes to interpret “Between             
D'eux” and the compagnie Lady Cocktail to act on the duo pole  “On-Off”. 
 
 
Miguel Rubio (Madrid, Spain) starts in 2005 of a         
self-taughtjuggling to make it his way of life. Between 2005 and           
2009 he makes different courses of physical theatre, clown and          
magic with Miguel Armando, Hernán Gené, Gabriel Chame and         
Mar Navarro. In 2009 he began the school of circus Carampa           
from Madrid,where he specializes in Trapeze and acrobatic        
portés.  
At the end of their specialization made a tour of Europe with the             
show "Let me try" andbegins in the autumn of 2012 its technical            
training in the "Centre Regional de Arts du Cirque de Lille"           
specializing in Chinese pole. He has visited festivals as an artist            
in Africa, America, the Middle East and most of Europe. This           
experience made him the winner of the fisrt prize in the contest of             
street artists in Malaga in 2009.  
After years of soliary work, it relates to artistically Nelli Ahmtva,           
creating this company combining dance, circus and theatre. In 2015 creates the collective             
Primavez in France with performs several shows. Now the group is still alive and there are                
two creations in progress.  
In 2016 comes into the company of the Théâtre du Prato in Lille (National Center of circus                 
of France) in which takes part in performances "Le 3 mats", "Banquet cirque" et "C'tramèr               
qui est import" directed by Gilles Defacque.  
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Jean-Bernard Hoste is not a virtuous      
musician.  
But is not bad at all. 
Like old food from the village, is a        
musician who has opted for the      
eclecticism and diversity:  
“a little of everything” it could be his        
motto. His first loves of old 
drummer brings him to digital percussion:      
Tablas 
Indian, Udu, Daf and Riq from the Middle        
East. He followed teaching Ashok     
Pathak and Sandip Banerjee in the      

“Sangit” Brussels Academy. 
The family piano has always been there, then the electric guitar and its acoustic drifts               
(mandole, banjo), Bert Jansch's open tunning, Robert Fripp's infinite loops or dislocated            
blues of Marc Ribot (Tom Waits) ... 
 
From 2001 to 2011, he founded the group Caravane Electro, an electronic project -              
Tzigane new mixed with the company Tire Laine Cie de Lille, where he explored the               
musician / machine relationship. Samplers, computers, software and other effects become           
an important part of their music. 
With this domain he composed -and performs live with (Theater du Prato, the Cie              
Tire-Laine, the Cie Antigone Flamande de Kortrijk, Cie Daniel Danis), contemporary dance            
(directed by Serge Aime Coulibaly, Cyril Viallon) and worked with Iconoclastic stories,            
including the creation of "Contes World et d'Ailleurs" (2005) Price Momix, with the company              
Voyageuse immobile (Swan Blachere). 
He is a theatrical partner (and studio producer) who knows how to create the musical               
universe, the original soundscape, without going under the surface of the text or history. 
Jean Bernard Hoste continues his life as a musician in the rock scene with the duo DIRTY                 
PRIMITIVES, and develops many cultural activities in the metropolis of Lille. He has been a               
resident artist since 2010 at La Malterie, and actively participates in many projects of the               
Tire-Laine company.  
 
Séverine Ragaigne followed her training as an actress at the          
Conservatory of Dramatic Art of Le Mans with the International          
Workshop of the Actor Company and with him Théâtre Tembre          
de Moscou and graduated in a DEUG Performing arts (theater          
and cinema). 
As an actress and dancer, she joined the collectif de l'Astrakan           
for four years, in Caen, under the direction of Eric Lacascade at            
the Normandy CDN. He works with directors and choreographers         
Serges Noyelles, Renaud Codjo, Carlotta Ikeda, Jacky Auvray,        
Guy Alloucherie and Gilles Defacque in training and research         
workshops. 
She joins the Theater du Prato by Gilles Defacque in Lille and            
has been involved since 1998 in all the main creations: "OBC",           
"Palacio de Mignon", "Soirée de Gala", "Cabaret-Liban", etc. 
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Installed in Lille, she met Compagnie du TEC ("Les 4 jumelles "by Fausto Copi), le Théâtre                
de la fiancée (" Petite forme "and “Génération prozac"), the Compagnie de la Bardane              
(directed by Françoise Delrue; is assistant director in "La mère" by Bertold Brecht and              
performs in Albine in "Britannicus" by Racine) and develops a bodywork, image and             
prolonged text with David Bobée's RICTUS group ("Cannibales", "Petit frère" , "We enfants             
nous font peur quand on les croise dans la rue", "Warm" ...) and also participates in the                 
ZIRLIB Collective directed by the author and director Mohamed El Khatib with whom he              
plays in "Sheep". 
Film experience: Act in "10 days" a film for the CNED. Acts in the series "Black Baron" with                  
Canal +. Acts in the film "Troisième révolution industrielle" produced by Médiativy. 
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Information Laisse-Moi 
 
Concept, dramaturgy and performance: Ariadna Girones, Miguel Rubio et Jean-Bernard 
Hoste 
Staging : Séverine Ragaigne 
Light Design: Vincent Maire  
Scenography : Miguel Rubio 
Administration: Camille Masy  
Prodution : Collectif Primavez 
 
Co-producers  
 
DRAC Nord Pas de Calais – Picardie. 
Le Prato, Pôle National Cirque à Lille (59).  
Cirqu'en Cavale à Pernes en Artois (62). 
Culture à la Ferme à Beauquesne (80). 
 
Supports for creation  
 
Mairie de Lompret (59). 
Espace Catastrophe, Centre International de Création des Arts du Cirque de Bruxelles, 
Centre Régional des Arts du Cirque à Lomme (59). 
Ballet du Nord, Centre Chorégraphique National à Roubaix (59). 
Escuela de Circo Carampa de Madrid. 
Le Cirque du Bout du Monde à Lille (59).  
Danse Création à Marq en Baroeul (59). 
 

Practical Information Laisse-moi  
The show can be done in various configurations and environments, in both are necessary: 

- A site calm and protected sound noises to ensure a quality of listening and attention               
of the viewers. A provision allowing good visibility. 

Once these conditions are collected, the show can be acted in several ways. It has been                
represented in these settings:  

- Structure Laisse - moi (indoor and outdoor).  
- Stage.   

For more information, rates and technical details of each space please can ask the              
company.  
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Structure Laisse-moi 
 
It allows to accommodate 250 people around       
the scene (they can put chairs or carpets for         
the people all this put by the organization). 
The show can be mounted indoors or       
outdoors (total dimensions 14m x 12m). 
Autonomous structure, not anchored and     
brought by the company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Theater 

 
The theater version allows the viewers to have a perfect visibility of the show. 
 
 
Show for all public. 
Duration : 50 minutos. 
Minimum space needed : 8x8 metres, height 8 metres. Circular show. Right, smooth, flat 
and regular ground, total dimensions integrated public (10x10) 
Installation of the Chinese pole: Autonomous 
Assembly time: 4 hours. 
Disassembly time: 2 hours. 
 
Please contact us directly for any questions. 

 

Price of the show 

Possibility of regressive fees if performances are made several consecutive days. 

In addition to the price of the show, count on the diets and mileage from the city that the 
artists reside. 

 

Difussion:collectifprimavez@gmail.com  /+34 (0)6 00 70 35 44 
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